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How does the digital change our behaviour?

Let's start with: Hito Steyerl
her artwork.
"Modern Documentarism"

The human protagonist vs. digital

Fear of the inhuman
In the last year...

- The Selfie
- Instagram
- Myspace photos around longer...
- Personal blogs

...these have really taken root

**Why?**

- Tumblr girls?
  I'm 45 and I don't know what that is!

- Me = Him
  Credibility.

- Social contingency

- Control

- (Anxiety)

- Power of comments (on images)

- Need to be approved

- Celebrity

- The digital domain is a bigger terrain

- There's a shift in image and comments as social success

  - Eg. Local small businesses & promotion
So: 25 years from now?

The image will be less important.
The volume takes away meaning – unless someone sorts through them all!

Virtual technology in everyday life?

Military recruiting & training

In Australia

A soldier tried to do a case against the military as the training, virtually, did not match.

The reality of war

DIGITAL WORLD.

what is the relationship?

REAL LIFE.

@soldierboy:

Easy kill with a drone! High five!

CHANGING WARFARE?

Call of Duty etc.
Increasing Hit Rate?

Quality

Importance

We have lots of surveillance data...

Someone needs to make sense of it!

Surveillance is a photographic threat.

Changes behaviour!

I better not try and steal these now...

Photographing children

Rules.

Protect

Google Maps Street View
Have we reached a saturation point?

Digital images... there will be change...

Capturing feeling

Colour.

More and more images...

Less powerful

Amiugly Reddit

Posting photos of yourself and getting comments.

Who is the photographer?

Measure of self

What is the static photographic version of me? Is this reality?

(What do I look like?)
I want to improve myself.

Do not publish that picture of me!

SELF IMAGE

constant editing.

SLOW...

FUTUROLAB's slow communication

Pressure to respond quickly!

Telephone Boxes!

enclosed space

ABUSE of DIGITAL IMAGES

dating sites

professional artwork

fear of losing control

( false )

ANONYMITY?

or getting caught!

"SICK IN BED"
FAKE IDENTITY

Pretending to be an artist who already exists!

@famous fake Twitter accounts

"It's ok to be vain"

DO

Don't

"Let's be who we are with the false layers"

but don't become invisible on Facebook!

Pressure!

Update

Younger generations peer groups